
Date: December 13, 2013 

To: Dr. Richard Telfer, Chancellor 
University of Wisconsin-Whitewater 
 
From: Dr. Mark Lawrence McPhail, Dean, College of Arts and Communication 

Re: Complaint Against Associate Professor Chris Henige 

 

Pursuant to Wis. Admin Code UWS 6.01, I am submitting a complaint against Associate Professor Chris 

Henige based on evidence that he continues to engage in a pattern of conduct that "violated university 

rules or policies or adversely affected the faculty member's performance and his/her obligation to the 

university." (UWW Faculty Personnel Rules Chapter 602.d). I have included with this complaint 

documents that provide and date the alleged conduct under review, as well as additional material 

referenced herein. In accordance with the UW-Whitewater Personnel Rules Chapter 602.e, offer the 

following information in support of this complaint: 

1). Conduct Complained of: 

A). Refusal to Fulfill Professional Obligations: Dr. Henige has openly and repeatedly refused to fulfill his 

service and instructional obligations to his department. [There is no indication anywhere that I “refused” 

to fulfill any instructional obligations, because none of the activities from which I recused myself are in 

fact “obligations”.] In an email to his colleague Julia Ince, copied to Associate Professor Deborah Wilk 

and Chair Susan Messer, Dr. Henige wrote that he had "recused [himself] formally from any and all 

matters concerning the administration of the art history area," [In that email, there was a question of 

whether the prerequisite for a particular course was correct. That course was not one that I teach, and 

therefore I have no “obligation” to make changes to such a course. That responsibility belongs to the 

instructor who teaches it, or if that instructor is academic staff, it is the responsibility of the chair, who 

may then delegate that responsibility to one of the tenured faculty, including me. This never occurred.] 

repeating this statement in another email to his colleague Michael Flanagan ("I have recused myself 

from all matters concerning the art history area") [I am under no obligation to voluntarily undertake any 

activities in the art history area that are not directly related to the courses I teach. The administration 

may argue that as senior art historian I have an obligation to oversee that area, but as we will see below, 

my intentional exclusion from critical decisions regarding that area contradicts such a position] and 

again in an email to his colleague Jared Janovec in which he made unsubstantiated accusations against 

the chair of the department: "The decisions being taken by the chair with respect to the art history area 

have been disastrous for our students, [These are well documented, by the students themselves] and 

despite it being clearly demonstrated that such decisions were not in the best interests of student or 

faculty, they continue to be made in the same way. This is why I recused myself from all art history 

activities." [Either the senior art historian has a say in the service of the students in that area, or they 

don’t. If the administration wishes to suggest that I have “obligations” to the area, then they also have 

obligations to include me in decisions taken relative to that area, and to provide accountability for 

decisions they make which affect that area. Neither of these has been the case.] He has made same 

statement in regard to a request that he serve on the College International Committee: "It would not be 

in the interest of the Department or College for me to serve on the International Committee. I have no 



future plans whatsoever regarding International activities." [McPhail failed to determine whether I 

actually served on that committee (I did), whether I attended every meeting of that committee and 

contributed to those meetings (I did). This statement is not a refusal to perform services, it is an 

admission that because I have no future interest in investing in international programs, (and I have no 

obligation to do so) there are probably others in the Department who are, and who therefore would be 

better suited to serve on that committee. There are plenty of other committees of interest to me on 

which I could serve.] Dr. Henige appears to believe that his refusal to fulfill his professional obligations is 

justified on the basis of what he perceives to be a lack of compensation for his abilities and expertise, 

yet at the same time claims that he is "not interested in a change in compensation or promotion.” "I 

have adjusted my role in the Department to correspond more consistently with my compensation 

relative to others. This extends to administrative expertise, the development of new curriculum, travel 

study programs, seminars, exceptional service and other specific activities for promotion that I will not 

be seeking. [That’s correct. After serving as Assistant Chair and as Chair, my compensation returned to 

my original base salary, third-lowest in the department, and yet there continued to be an expectation 

that I would contribute the knowledge and expertise I acquired as chair, and which has value, without 

any compensation for doing so. The logical model for compensating chairs would be a permanent 

increase in salary commensurate with the skills acquired, and the expectation that those skills will 

continue to be offered. Those skills and that expertise is not free, and returning me to third-lowest 

salary in the department after having served as chair will inevitably result in a return to a level of 

contribution commensurate with that salary. This is supply and demand. I then have a choice: I can ask 

for more compensation for more expertise on my part, or I can accept a lower rate of compensation and 

not apply those skills. I chose the latter, and it is entirely within my rights to do so.] Decisions taken by 

administration over the last two years have sent the message [this is the key phrase] that the art history 

area is no longer my responsibility, and indeed that my involvement in it is neither respected nor 

welcome." Neither I, as dean of the college, nor the chair of the Department of Art and Design have 

made any such decisions, [False. The chair of the department repeatedly declined to offer the necessary 

range of courses to allow our students to graduate in a timely manner, and provided no explanation to 

me for doing so, despite repeated requests, calling into question my judgment in this area. Then, she 

undertook the hire of a new nonwestern specialist without any consultation with me. I only learned 

about this position when I saw a box of applications in the Department office during the summer break.] 

nor have we communicated that Dr. Henige is no longer responsible for contributing to the Art History 

Area, [The previous annotation indicates that they did indeed “communicate” to me this very message, 

through their actions.] or any other areas of the Department or College. His refusal to respond to 

requests to participate in several service and curricular responsibilities is by his own accord, [Which are 

these “responsibilities”? Which of these unidentified “responsibilities” did I not fulfill?] and represents a 

clear indication of a pattern of conduct that has adversely affected his performance of obligations to the 

university as indicated by UWS 6.01 [That would be true only if the activities in which I did not 

participate are in fact “obligations to the university”. I have an “obligation” to engage in any activities to 

which I have been assigned. I have. I do not have an obligation to take on work for others, nor do I have 

an “obligation” to provide “administrative expertise, the development of new curriculum, travel study 

programs, seminars, exceptional service and other specific activities for promotion that I will not be 

seeking.” This is simply a fact. The reality that I could do and have done all of these things is irrelevant. I 

am in no way “obligated” to do them.] 



B). Insubordination: Dr. Henige's refusal to fulfill his service and instructional obligations [Again, which 

“instructional obligations” are these that I refused to fulfill? And which of the activities in which I 

declined to participate are in fact “obligations” of my position?] is symptomatic of a pattern of 

insubordinate behavior, directed primarily at his department chair, but also at administrators at the 

university as well. [The University has defined “insubordination” on two separate occasions (including 

lower in this complaint) as “disregarding a directive issued to an employee, ascertaining that the 

employee received and understood the directive, and determining that the employee refused to comply 

with the directive through an explicit statement of refusal or through nonperformance or 

noncompliance.” Where, anywhere in this complaint, is there any evidence that the chair or anyone else 

“issued” a “directive” that I did not comply with?] In addition to making unsubstantiated allegations 

about the chair's motives and competence, [All are substantiated, and if not, where is the Dean’s 

refutation of these “allegations”? ] he has advised colleagues on several occasions, at least once in 

writing, to "watch your back," [This followed a verbal conversation with Jared Janovec in which I 

conveyed to him that I had learned that the chair had undertaken to hire someone in my area without 

any consultation with me, behind my back, and as Janovec was the only other faculty member who 

worked in an area with multiple instructors, it was entirely possible that the chair would undertake to 

make a hire in his area behind his back, hence “watch your back”.] and he continues to respond to 

requests for information and participation in adversarial and critical ways. [There is an implicit 

understanding in every action of the administration that one simply does what one is told, without 

comment, regardless of its impact on the students or the faculty. So, absolutely. I will continue to 

respond to poor decisions that adversely affect my students with “adversarial and critical” commentary, 

especially when the people making those decisions repeatedly refuse to provide any explanation 

whatsoever for those decisions. This actually is, in fact, an “obligation” of my employment as an 

instructor of students in an academic setting.] His behavior has negatively affected the ability of his 

colleagues to fulfill their responsibilities as well. Dr. Henige had agreed to collaborate with his colleague 

Renee Melton on her sabbatical proposal, but she was concerned about the project because of his 

behavior. "Accusatory emails to an inclusive audience, dismissive conduct during department meetings, 

and snide comments in public spaces are harmful to the spirit and function of the department. The 

sabbatical project would require me to work closely with Chris. I am concerned that the negative energy 

will be taxing and will inhibit innovation and renewed enthusiasm during my focused research time." 

[Melton conveniently forgot to note that the technology around which her sabbatical proposal was 

entirely built had become obsolete by the time her sabbatical came around. She did not replace me with 

someone else, which would have been a simple thing. She changed the project entirely. That is telling.] 

Apart from the direct effect on the colleague, Dr. Henige's behavior is also creating a climate that 

undermines the authority and credibility of his department chair. [Only because that chair has refused 

to provide any accountability for her actions. Had she instead stood up and said to the faculty “I did this 

because…”, then her “authority and credibility” would have been confirmed, but by not doing so, she 

lost both. It is not my fault for raising issues that matter, it is hers for refusing to address them.] 

Furthermore, his ongoing behavior shows a clear lack of regard for the counsel [I have always 

understood “counsel” to mean “advice”, and surely no one is under any obligation to “regard” the 

“advice” of anyone else, even the Chancellor.] you provided in your letter of June 20, your clear 

statement that such counsel "should serve as a reminder that should you continue to engage in any such 

behavior in the future, I may decide to take further action, including discipline." [Now that sounds like a 

“directive”, and not “counsel”, despite the fact that such a directive would have been characteristic of a 



“reprimand”, which the University and the Board of Regents have argued his “letter of counseling” most 

assuredly is not. If you’re going to circumvent my rights by pretending a formal complaint is not one, 

and pretending you never saw it, then you have to accept that your alternative “counseling” might very 

well be ignored. I am under no obligation to be “subordinate” to “counsel”, especially when that counsel 

implicitly demands that I cease being a watchdog for my students.] In light of Dr. Henige's continued 

conduct and ongoing pattern of behavior, I concur with the Department of Art and Design's opinion that 

his "actions may constitute insubordination to the Chancellor's June 20, 2013 directive to discontinue 

this manner of communication as indicated by disregarding a directive issued to an employee, 

ascertaining that the employee received and understood the directive, and determining that the 

employee refused to comply with the directive through an explicit state of refusal or through 

nonperformance or noncompliance." [Is there any doubt, at this point, that the Dean, Department, and 

Chancellor understood the Chancellor’s “letter of counseling” to be disciplinary, a “directive” and not 

“counsel” at all? I seems like the Chancellor and his administrators have been ensnared in their own 

euphemism.] 

C). Creating a Hostile Work Environment 

In my letter to you dated May 8th, 2013, I indicated concerns related to the gendered nature of 

Professor Henige's behaviors. While his male colleagues have been generally affected by his conduct, his 

most sustained and hostile behaviors have been directed at his female colleagues. [Why might that be? 

All of the other art historians since I arrived at UWW have been women, and the chair succeeding me in 

that position is a woman. Who else makes decisions about my program? So if the only people making 

decisions about my program, decisions that I believe are adverse to my students, all happen to be 

women, how is that “gendered”? Has the complainant provide any evidence at all, written or oral, that 

supports his claim? In all of the communications with which the complainant seems to take issue, is that 

any language in them that can be remotely construed as “gendered”?] Several of his female colleagues, 

including his department chair, his colleague Max White, and his former colleague Jennifer Liston have 

indicated that they feel threatened by Dr. Henige. [Why? Have any of them described any actions on my 

part that constitute physical intimidation? If not, then their only fear can be one of criticism and 

accountability.] Dr. Liston described his behavior as "domineering, rude, and disrespectful," [Does she 

cite any specific examples of this?] and reported that Dr. Henige arrived unannounced to her classroom 

and engaged in behavior that "served to undermine my authority." [Before her class started, I asked the 

art history majors in that class who had already arrived “What is the single most problematic thing 

about the art history major?” The students responded that is was the lack of availability of courses, 

causing them more time to graduate. Her response to my comments to Dr. Wilk outlined in an earlier 

complaint was that I had “attacked” Dr. Wilk. Liston clearly did not believe that the students’ concerns 

were legitimate. Now she does. I made absolutely certain that I left before her class was scheduled to 

start.] She explained that "the cumulative effect of the frequency of this behavior created a detrimental 

work environment which is in part directly responsible for my decision to seek employment elsewhere." 

[The circumstances surrounding Liston’s hire must be taken into account. After a failed search, she was 

brought in at the 11th hour (in fact after exams had ended in the Spring), and was offered a tenure-track 

job at a time when she had no other options. During that search process, it was clear that she intended 

to try to “build a graduate program”, at an institution that has almost none. Her research interests and 

interest in developing graduate students was simply incompatible with this institution from the start, 

and when the opportunity came up to pursue such a position, she took it. This has nothing at all to do 



with me. And to be clear, I do not see that decision as reflecting poorly on Liston. We all want good fits 

for the benefit of the students. She was not a good fit here, and I hope she is at her new position.] Dr. 

Liston also notes that Dr. Henige's behavior has had a widespread and negative impact on the 

department overall, and particularly on the department chair, "These behaviors, excessive verbal 

posturing, hostile attitude and tone, and even imposing physical actions [What exactly are these? I have 

had the sense all along that being 6’-3” tall and 220 pounds makes me guilty of being “imposing”. Would 

their characterization be the same if I were 5’-4” and 140 pounds? Doubtful.] are tell-tale signs of 

bullying. This bullying not only hinders, but prevents unity within the Department of Art + Design, 

[Another telling comment. Where, anywhere, is there an expectation that a Department be “unified”? A 

department comprising lemmings who are in no way introspective is very dangerous indeed.] especially 

because it forces the current chair, Sue Messer, to spend as much time corralling this colleague or 

performing damage control, instead of addressing departmental issues or morale." [Dr. Liston does not 

demand accountability from Ms. Messer. I do. Messer would have spent no time “corralling” had she 

simply explained her actions. She never has.] Dr. Liston is un-ambivalent about her belief that her 

colleague's behavior has contributed to a hostile work environment: "I cannot be clearer about this: the 

threat of being attacked by a colleague, verbally or otherwise, makes me feel unsafe, [Ah, here’s the 

rub. I criticized Dr. Wilk’s failure to serve the students, absolutely fully documented and substantiated, 

and this was characterized as an “attack”. Why didn’t Liston stand up at that time and say “Hey, that’s 

right, why aren’t you offering what needs to be offered, Dr. Wilk?”. There is a pernicious and pervasive 

belief within the Department of Art and Design that we have to be “supportive” of everyone else, 

regardless of their actions, because otherwise people will get owwies on their feelings. I do not 

subscribe to this belief. I will hold people accountable for their actions until they provide accountability.] 

I feel strongly that a threatening work environment should not be tolerated under any circumstances. 

[“Threat” of what? Criticism? Even harsh criticism? Can it or has it been demonstrated anywhere that 

my communications are anything other than these?] That Chris' behavior has been previously reported 

but never seriously addressed by university administration enhanced my feelings of insecurity and was 

among my chief considerations when seeking employment elsewhere." [Perhaps deep down the 

university administration recognizes that legitimate criticism is just that, and regardless of how it makes 

you feel, it is not a “threat”.] More recently another of Dr. Henige's colleagues, Deborah Wilk, has 

described his behavior as abusive and demeaning: 

I continue to receive and be implicated in this type of haranguing email from Chris Henige that 

borders on bullying and harassment, [Dr. Wilk does not explain how.] and that undermines my 

and the Department's ability to work on running the art history area. [Dr. Wilk does not explain 

how. As will be seen in the documentation of future complaints, her claim to be working to run 

the art history area is laughable.] The emails are unprofessional, uncivil, uncollegial, divisive, and 

they should not be sent. [Dr. Wilk does not explain how.] As usual, they arrive late at night, 

often on a weekend; [Where are these late-night and weekend emails? And what difference 

does it make when they are sent? What matters is when they are read. That choice is up to the 

reader.] they are directly and/or backhandedly insulting to me or to my colleagues; they are 

meant to incite; [Absolutely. They are meant to incite action on the part of the recipients to 

demand explanations for the decisions that have been taken, and to reflect on how those 

decision are affecting the students and other faculty. They also serve as a written record that I 

have raised the issues, and after being repeatedly dismissed by the administration after less 

formal verbal inquiries, this became absolutely necessary. What these people object to is that 



their actions and inactions are fully documented in writing, or now on audio. They are making 

every effort to quash both.] and they usually follow an exchange in which Henige might think he 

was acting in a conciliatory manner (as such they seem to me to be part of a cycle of abuse; in 

fact, after Friday's meeting in which Henige participated more fully in Department matters than I 

had witnessed in recent months, I went home and told my husband: "I'm just waiting for the 

sucker punch, and it will probably come as a late-night email this weekend.")" [Dr. Wilk has had 

every opportunity to defend her actions, and she consistently declines to do so. I contend that 

it’s because her actions are indefensible. I invite her to prove me wrong.] 

As I noted in my letter of May 8, 2013, Dr. Henige's behavior is directly at odds with the university’s 

stated values, in particular our commitment "to service within a safe and secure environment." [What 

does “safe and secure” mean? Wrapped up in a snuggly blanket and bubble wrap and earmuffs so no 

“harm” can come to anyone in it? It is simply ridiculous to posit that legitimate criticism that goes 

entirely unanswered is somehow “unsafe” and “insecure”. If you want to be “safe and secure”, then 

demonstrate that you are secure in the actions you take and provide accountability for them. Only then 

will you be “safe” from legitimate criticism. A department that is not accountable to itself or its students 

is as unsafe and insecure and environment as I can imagine. Later attempts to exclude students from 

attendance at department meetings speaks volumes about the climate of the department.] As I have 

indicated above, several of his colleagues, all of whom are female, report feeling both physically 

threatened and unsafe in Associate Professor Henige's presence, [Where are there any reports or claims 

of any physical actions on my part that might be considered “threatening”?] and his behavior has 

created a hostile work environment that violates the university's sexual harassment policy, [This is an 

explicit allegation, and a very serious one.] which prohibits "demeaning verbal behavior [that may] have 

a harmful effect on a person's ability to study or work in the academic setting." [This is priceless. The 

Dean filing this complaint, a rhetorician by trade, thinks plucking a phrase from a broader context will 

support his claim. The “common element” required in the sexual harassment policy, is “sexual conduct”, 

and no one has or can ever claim that such was any part of this. So that claim by McPhail constitutes an 

absolutely clear instance of defamation. In his charge, Chancellor Telfer will ignore this altogether, and 

that is not an error of omission.] I believe that there is ample evidence to indicate that Dr. Henige's 

behavior has significantly affected the ability of his colleagues to fulfill their duties in an environment 

that they believe is safe, secure, and free of hostility and intimidation. [Let’s imagine for a moment that 

in each case when I raised an issue, those responsible for making the decision actually explained why 

they did so. “I did this because…” If their decision turned out to be sound, their credibility goes up, and 

mine goes down. If their decision proved unsound, they have the opportunity to adjust, in which case 

their credibility goes up and so does mine, or to stick with the poor decision and their credibility goes 

down, and mine goes up. When they do nothing at all, their credibility goes down, and mine goes up. 

This is what concerns them. Why is it that if they are so firm in their belief that they are doing the right 

thing, and that my criticisms are unfounded, they are so deathly afraid to demonstrate that? If they had, 

this conversation would have ended a long time ago. I would argue that my “behavior” is in fact a 

demand for those colleagues to “fulfill their duties”, and only hinders their ability to fail to do so.] 

As I indicated in my letter of May 8, 2013, both the department and the college have made every effort 

to address the situation through mediation aimed at achieving reconciliation and restorative action. 

However, despite Dr. Henige's expressions of regret and his assurances that he would no longer engage 

in these behaviors, I believe that the most appropriate course of action at this point would be 



disciplinary. [This is not an explicit statement of whether the complainant is willing to enter into conflict 

resolution, a statement required by the Faculty Personnel Rules. McPhail’s language suggests that the 

he is unwilling, and yet when the Chancellor in writing explicitly asked both of us if we were willing, (a 

request that would have been unnecessary had the complainant met this requirement for a valid 

complaint in the first place), the complainant agreed to participate. So, from the start, the complainant 

did not meet this requirement for a valid complaint, and it should have been dismissed from the start. It 

is invalid.] Should you find that the conduct outlined in this complaint warrants such action, I would ask 

that you consider all of the penalties outlined in the UW Whitewater Faculty Personnel Rules under 

Chapter 6.02 f, up to and including suspension without pay. I hope that an appropriate disposition of 

this complaint can be reached at the university level, and appreciate your time and consideration of this 

matter. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Lawrence McPhail 

Dean, College of Arts and Communication 

CC: Denis Dale, Chair, Department of Art and Design Executive Personnel Committee 


